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ABSTRACT: Vacancy diﬀusion is fundamental to materials science. Hydrogen atoms
bind strongly to vacancies and are often believed to retard vacancy diﬀusion. Here, we
use a potential-of-mean-force method to study the diﬀusion of vacancies in Cu and Pd.
We ﬁnd H atoms, instead of dragging, enhance the diﬀusivity of vacancies due to a
positive hydrogen Gibbs excess at the saddle-point: that is, the migration saddle attracts
more H than the vacancy ground state, characterized by an activation excess Γm
H ≈ 1 H,
together with also-positive migration activation volume Ωm and activation entropy Sm.
Thus, according to the Gibbs adsorption isotherm generalized to the activation path, a
higher μH signiﬁcantly lowers the migration free-energy barrier. This is veriﬁed by ab
initio grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations and direct molecular dynamics
simulations. This trend is believed to be generic for migrating dislocations, grain
boundaries, and so on that also have a higher capacity for attracting H atoms due to a
positive activation volume at the migration saddles.

H

minimum energy pathway (MEP). A key question is how to
treat hydrogen segregation, i.e., do we consider the number of
hydrogen (NH) in the activated complex to be constant during
the migration process, or do we allow it to vary? A careful
examination of TST in the statistical sense indicates that it
should be the latter. That is, we should allow NH to be adjusted
also (in the statistical kinetics sense), giving rise to a migration
activation excess Γm
*(migration)⟩ in the notation of
H ≡ ⟨ΔNH
the Gibbs adsorption isotherm

ydrogen can either be an intentional constituent or
unwelcome impurity in materials.1 As a deliberate
ingredient, a high concentration of H can cause the metal−
H systems to function as energy-storage media,2,3 sensors,4 or
catalysts.5,6 Hydrogen is also notorious for degrading the
mechanical properties of metals, in the form of hydrogen
embrittlement7−9 and hydrogen blistering/bubbling.10−12
Hydrogen (tritium) is inevitably introduced into metals during
forming, ﬁnishing operations, and radiation and environmental
exposures, in for example nuclear ﬁssion and fusion power
plant components. Due to the high mobility even at room
temperature, H atoms can reach and achieve thermodynamic
equilibrium quickly around the structural defects in metals,1
such as vacancies, dislocations, and grain boundaries, changing
their stability and mobility.
Transition-state theory13 (TST), also referred to as
activated-complex theory, is used to model the rate of system
jumping from one free-energy minimum to another. The stress
and temperature dependence of the jump rate (R) are
characterized by the activation volume (ΔV*) and the
activation entropy (ΔS*), respectively, that is
ij ΔU *+ P ΔV *− T ΔS* yz
zz
R = ν0expjjj−
zz
j
k
T
B
k
{

m
dGm = −Γ H
dμ H + Ω m dP − S m dT

for the migration free-energy barrier G , parallel to the
deﬁnition of the migration activation volume Ωm ≡ ΔV*(migration) ≡ Vsaddle(T, P, μH) − Vinitial(T, P, μH) and
activation entropy Sm ≡ ΔS*(migration) ≡ Ssaddle(T, P, μH) −
Sinitial(T, P, μH).
Hydrogen atoms tend to segregate in the vacancy, often
oﬀset from the site center. This behavior of the H−vacancy
complex has been explained by the eﬀective medium theory,16
which indicates that the energy needed to introduce H atoms
into a background electron density, known as the embedding
energy, achieves an optimal value at a preferred background
electron density; thus, H atoms seek spots with such preferred
electron density on the outer surface and inner interstices of
the metal. The mobility of H−vacancy complexes has been

(1)

where ν0 is the attempt frequency, ΔU* is the potential energy
diﬀerence between the reactants (initial state) and the
activated transition-state complex (saddle state, often denoted
by the superscript *), P is the stress, T is the temperature, and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The diﬀusive transport of metal
atoms (M) in crystalline materials is dominated by the
vacancy-exchange mechanism14,15 and was studied based on
TST using computational techniques for searching the
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studied using the TST and ﬁrst-principles calculations, often
adopting M−V0 distance as the reaction coordinate, where V0
denotes the original vacancy site. Previous ﬁrst-principles
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) have
indicated that the H atoms trapped by vacancies can
substantially increase the energy barrier to metal−vacancy
exchange,17,18 if NH is ﬁxed. Particularly, the ratio of the
vacancy diﬀusion coeﬃcient with and without H in a Ni−H
system, DVNiH/DVNi, decreases dramatically with increasing Hconcentration, and the ratio can be as low as 10−4 at cH = 0.1
(H-concentration in atomic ratio) and 700 K based on the
DFT calculations.17 This is based on the argument that during
the rare but violent multiphonon-collisional atomic dynamics
of thermally activated processes at picosecond time scale, there
is suﬃcient time for the NH hydrogens surrounding the
activated complex to adjust their positions but no time for
other hydrogens far way to arrive and have an eﬀect during this
migration, which is certainly true. Such a ﬁxed-NH argument,
however, neglects the fact that there is not just one path but
many possible activation paths that could lead to vacancy
exchange. Indeed, the optimal NH
*(migration) that minimizes
the absolute Helmholtz free energy of the vacancy-exchange
saddle-point is unlikely to be the NH that optimizes the
absolute Helmholtz free energy of the ground state, when this
vacancy is immersed in a large hydrogenated crystal bath. So
one can imagine the conﬁguration having N*H instead of NH
hydrogen prepositioned in the vacancy (which is certainly not
optimal and thus an excited conﬁgurational state), which then
undergoes multiphonon-collision actuated atomic dynamics.
By going through this excited precursor state with a chemical
excess diﬀerent from the ground-state conﬁguration, one can
then end up with the lowest absolute energy activated complex
and therefore the largest TST rate contribution, more than the
NH = N0H path, where superscript 0 is used to denote the
ground-state optimum. In above, N0H and N*H are integers. By
summing up all path contributions with various NH, one can
* − Γ0H ≡
derive a Gibbs free-energy barrier, with Γm
H ≡ ΓH
0
0
*(migration)⟩ − ⟨NH⟩, where ΓH
* and ΓH are statistical
⟨NH
averages in the sense of the Gibbs adsorption isotherm19,20
(Figure 1), dG = −ΓHdμH + ΩdP − SdT for the ground- and
saddle-state respectively, and each can be a noninteger. Unlike
traditional surface/interfacial excess, here we choose not to
normalize mass excess versus an area (or length), because the
vacancy is not an extended defect.
We would like to show conceptually that Γm
H is usually
positive, just like the migration activation volume Ω m
(symbolizing dilation or extra free volume21 during migration)
and activation entropy Sm > 0 (symbolizing vibrational mode
softening, as indicated by the Meyer−Neldel compensation
rule22,23 with positive TMN). We can deﬁne a scalar reaction
coordinate ξ based on the M−V0 distance (d): ξ ≡ 1 − d/dmax.
ξ = 0, 1 denotes the initial and ﬁnal states, both perfect
vacancies, while ξ = 0.5 denotes the saddle-point state, which is
known both experimentally and from ﬁrst-principles calculations to have a larger free volume and is vibrationally softer
on average even after the imaginary-frequency phonon mode
along the MEP is taken out. As illustrated in Figure 1, as M
moves half way between the V0 and V1 sites, there is crowding
between M and metal atoms, forcing an outward expansion of
those metal atoms, enlarging the total volume (Ωm > 0). But
also, both V0 and V1 site centers are eﬀectively vacated, leaving
signiﬁcantly larger “internal surface areas” for hydrogen atoms
to experience the optimal background electron density. It is
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Figure 1. Schematics of Gibbs free-energy changes of the vacancy
diﬀusion as a function of reaction coordinate in pure metals (black
line) and a metal−H system (dark red line) under a speciﬁc Hconcentration corresponding to a speciﬁc chemical potential of H
(μH). The blue balls in the insets are metal atoms on one (111) plane
with one vacancy. The small balls in the insets are H atoms in the
interstitial sites colored by the site occupying probability. The metal
atom, labeled by M, moves from the ﬁnal vacancy site (V1 at ξ = 1) to
the initial vacancy site (V0 at ξ = 0), while at the saddle-point state (ξ
= 0.5), both V0 and V1 are eﬀectively vacant and are able to trap more
H atoms overall.

therefore natural to suspect Γm
H > 0 due to the larger Htrapping capacity of the activated complex. Thus, if the
activation excess Γm
H = 1 H, for every 10× increase in
equivalent hydrogen gas partial pressure (fugacity) PH2, we
would predict a ( 10 ≈ 3.162×) increase in vacancy mobility,
regardless of temperature. Note that generally speaking, Γm
H is
temperature-dependent (see Secs. S2 and S8 in the Supporting
Information). We term such hydrogen-dependent defect
mobility the “hydrogen lubrication” eﬀect, which could be
operative for dislocations as well as grain boundaries.
Here, we performed the potential-of-mean-force24 (PMF)
calculations, ab initio grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
simulations, and direct molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,
to study the vacancy diﬀusivity under diﬀerent H-concentrations, exploring the correlation between the diﬀusivity of the
vacancy and the chemical composition variation of H along the
vacancy diﬀusion pathway. Moreover, we choose Cu−H and
Pd−H as prototype systems, since a large amount of H can be
incorporated in the metals via high H2 pressure25 or an
electrodeposition process.26 For example, the H fraction in Pd
(H to metal atomic ratio) can reach 0.7 under a H2 pressure of
2 GPa,27 and 0.02 through electrodeposition.28
To clarify the eﬀect of chemical composition variation along
the vacancy diﬀusion pathway, we computed the free-energy
barrier by the integral of the time-averaged force on the
jumping metal atom over the reaction coordinates of the
vacancy diﬀusion from the initial energy minimum to the
saddle state based on the PMF method with the embeddedatom-method (EAM) potentials29−31 (see Secs. S3 and S9 in
the Supporting Information). On the basis of the TST, the
jump frequency (R) is given by R = υ0exp(−Gm/kBT), where
υ0 is the attempt frequency, and Gm is the free-energy barrier
for the vacancy jump as computed using the PMF simulations.
The uncorrelated diﬀusion coeﬃcient of vacancy is estimated
by32 DV = a20R, where a0 is the lattice constant. Assuming the
same υ0 for the pure metal and metal−H systems, the vacancy
7016
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in the Cu−H and the Pd−H systems to compute Γ0Hand Γ*H in
the ground and the saddle states of vacancy migration,
respectively (see Sec. S5 in Supporting Information). To
reduce the computational cost, the thermal movements of
metal atoms and the thermal expansion of the lattice are
ignored in most of the simulations, while the H atoms are only
moved and inserted/deleted in the region of the “internal
surface” of the vacancy (Figure 3(a)) under a speciﬁc μH and a

diﬀusion coeﬃcient ratios with and without H at 870 K from
V
V
the PMF simulation are computed using DMH
/DM
=
m
exp(−ΔG /kBT) and shown in Figure 2(a,b), where M =

Figure 2. Vacancy diﬀusivity and the chemical composition variation
of H along the vacancy diﬀusion pathway in a metal−H system. (a)
and (b) manifest the ratio of the vacancy diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the
metal−H system to that in the pure metal system at 870 K computed
from the potential-of-mean-force (PMF) method, an analytic
expression under a mean ﬁeld approximation (MFA) and direct
MD method. (c) and (d) show the number of adsorbed H atoms at
the initial and the saddle states as computed from the PMF method.
The error bars in (a−d) are standard error of the data.

Figure 3. (a) Schematics of the initial and the saddle states used in ab
initio GCMC simulations. The blue balls are metal atoms on one
(111) plane with one vacancy. The small balls are H atoms, which are
inserted in the “internal surface” regions of the vacancy (spherical,
yellow regions). (b) and (c) show the averaged number of adsorbed
H atoms at the initial and the saddle states at 870 K in Cu−H and
Pd−H systems, respectively. (d) manifests the hydrogen Gibbs excess
as computed. The error bars in (b−d) are the standard error of the
data.

Cu or Pd, and ΔGm = Gm − Gm
0 is the diﬀerence of free-energy
barrier between the M−H system (Gm) and pure M system
(Gm
0 ). From Figure 2(a,b), for cH > 0.01, the PMF surprisingly
predicts a diﬀusivity substantially greater than that in pure Cu
and Pd (e.g., DVCuH/DVCu ≈ 12 at cH = 0.2). Next, we computed
the number of H atoms adsorbed in the initial (Γ0H ≡ ⟨N0H⟩)
and the saddle (ΓH
* ≡ ⟨NH
*(migration)⟩) states. In an FCC
lattice with a single vacancy, eight ﬁrst-nearest-neighbor
tetragonal [1NN(T)] and six second-nearest-neighbor octahedral [2NN(O)] interstitial sites are located near the vacancy
center of V0 and V1. According to the interaction energy
between the H atom and the vacancy, the H atoms within
2NN(O) from the vacancy center of V0 are counted as Γ0H in
the initial state (see Sec. S4 and Figures S7 and S8 in the
Supporting Information). Whereas, in the saddle-point state,
the H atoms within 2NN(O) from the vacancy centers of both
V0 and V1 can be counted as Γ*H. The results of Γ0H and Γ*H are
shown in Figure 2(c,d), respectively. We can see that ΓH
* is
more than Γ0H but less than the twice of that (2Γ0H > ΓH
* > Γ0H).
This means that while the additional H atoms are adsorbed
near V1 at the saddle-point state, some H atoms are also
squeezed out from V0. But, the total number of the adsorbed H
in the saddle state is more than that in the initial state.
Ab initio GCMC simulation is a reliable method to explore
the surface structures and compositions.33 To further validate
the generally positive activation excess Γm
* − Γ0H ≈ 1 H in
H ≡ ΓH
vacancy migration, we performed ab initio GCMC simulations

constant temperature of 870 K. Figure 3(b,c) reveals that the
* in the saddle-state is larger than the Γ0H in the ground-state
ΓH
for the Cu−H and Pd−H systems, that is, Γm
H > 0 (Figure
3(d)), which is consistent with the results of PMF method
with EAM potentials. We have conﬁrmed that ignoring the
thermal expansion of lattice and the thermal movements of
metal atoms does not change the above conclusion, by
performing additional simulations considering these eﬀects
(see also Figure S1 and Sec. S5 in the Supporting
Information).
In order to more directly demonstrate the dynamical process
of diﬀusion of vacancies, we performed a series of MD
simulations with EAM potentials at 870 K and at diﬀerent H
fractions ranging from 0 to 0.3 for Cu−H and Pd−H systems
(see Sec. S6 in Supporting Information). The results of the
vacancy diﬀusion coeﬃcient ratios with and without H, DVCuH/
V
V
V
DCu
and DPdH
/DPd
, are also shown in Figure 2(a,b),
respectively. We can see that the H-enhanced vacancy diﬀusion
from the direct MD simulations is in good agreement with
those from the PMF method. A direct comparison of the
vacancy diﬀusion under the higher and the lower Hconcentrations is shown in the Supporting Information,
7017
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Video S1. The scenario of chemical composition variation
along the vacancy diﬀusion pathway is also observed in the
direct MD simulations. A single vacancy diﬀusion event in the
Cu−H system at 870 K and cH = 0.1 is shown in the
Supporting Information, Video S2, as an example. We can see
from the animation that two H atoms are adsorbed near the
vacancy center of the initial state before the vacancy jump.
After two additional H atoms appear near the vacancy center of
the ﬁnal state accidentally, the vacancy diﬀusion occurs. When
approaching the saddle state, one of the H atoms escapes from
the vacancy center of the initial state. Thus, a total of three H
atoms are adsorbed near the vacancy in the saddle-point state.
Here, we apply the Gibbs adsorption isotherm34 in the Hvacancy system to illuminate the relationship between the Henhanced vacancy diﬀusivity and the chemical composition
excess in H at the initial and the saddle-point states. Following
the Gibbsian concept, integrating eq 2 at constant P and T
μH m
μH
gives ΔGm = −∫ −∞
ΓHdμH = −∫ −∞
(Γ*H − Γ0H)dμH, where the
chemical potential of H at −∞ corresponds to pure metals
with ΓH
* = Γ0H = 0. Based on TST and a mean ﬁeld
approximation in lattice gas models35 (see Sec. S7 in the
Supporting Information), the vacancy diﬀusion coeﬃcient ratio
can be written as DVMH/DVM = exp(−ΔGm/kBT) and
ÅÄÅ
ÑÉÑ
ÅÅ ij Γ* yz2
ÑÑ
*sat
Γ
m
H
Å
ÑÑ
zzz + kBT ln
ΔG = −Γ*satÅÅÅW jjj
*sat − Γ*H) ÑÑÑÑ
ÅÅ jk Γ*sat z{
(
Γ
ÅÇ
ÑÖ
ÄÅ
ÉÑ
2
ÅÅ i 0 y
ÑÑ
0
Å
Ñ
Γ
Γ
j
z
+ Γ 0satÅÅÅÅW jjj 0H zzz + kBT ln 0 sat 0 ÑÑÑÑ
j
z
ÅÅ
(Γ sat − Γ H) ÑÑÑ
ÅÅÇ k Γ sat {
(3)
ÑÖ
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Figure 4. Gibbs free-energy as a function of reaction coordinate of the
vacancy complex diﬀusion in Cu at 0 K computed using DFT. The
below insets show the conﬁgurations of the ﬁxed H-position, and the
arrows show the jump direction of one Cu atom. The black line
indicates the diﬀusion pathway considering the chemical composition
variation of H along the vacancy diﬀusion pathway.

2NN(O) sites near the vacancy. When we ﬁx the distribution
of H over the diﬀusion process (VH6), the energy barrier is as
high as 1.58 eV. In contrast, the energy barrier can decrease to
0.69 eV only if the saddle state evolves to the atomic
conﬁgurations that eight H atoms are adsorbed near the
vacancy of both the initial and the ﬁnal states (VH4−H4) to
minimize the Gibbs free energy. Notably, although the
chemical composition variation is demonstrated using the
initial and the saddle states, the composition variation along
the diﬀusion pathway is continuous (as qualitatively indicated
by the black line in Figure 4).
The “hydrogen lubrication” eﬀect on vacancy becomes more
signiﬁcant in higher H-concentration environments (e.g., cH >
0.01, see Figure 2(a,b)). The H-concentration in metals (cH ≡
[H]/[M]) can reach as high as 0.1∼1.0 in the high H2 pressure
and high temperature experiments, e.g., Pd, Ni, and Co with an
FCC structure at PH2 = 2.4−7.4 GPa and T = 930−1350 K.36
However, the vacancy concentration (cV ≡ [V]/[M]) in metals
can be also as high as 0.1 through forming superabundant
vacancies,37 so whether there are still a suﬃcient number of H
atoms that can be adsorbed by individual vacancies under
experimental conditions needed to be considered. In the Pd−
H system, cV is very small for cH < 0.6 and increases linearly
with increasing cH until cV = 0.12 at cH = 1 based on lattice
contraction measurements, and cH/cV > 8.3 in the whole cH
range.36 In the Nb−H system, cH/cV was found to be about 78
for cH < 0.5 by electric resistivity measurement.38 Since the
maximum number of H atoms trapped in vacancy39,40 is about
6, and the Γm
H ≈ 1 H, every vacancy in the Pd−H and the Nb−
H systems can easily access suﬃcient H atoms so that
“hydrogen lubrication” can take eﬀect. In the Ni−H, Co−H,
and Fe−H systems, cH/cV were found to be 2.4, 2.6, and 3.4,
respectively, for cH < 0.8 through measuring the lattice
contraction.36,41 Thus, we expect there is suﬃcient hydrogen
to drive the “hydrogen lubrication” eﬀect under many
experimental circumstances.
The activation excess caused by the chemical composition
variation along the transition pathway should also aﬀect the

where W is an eﬀective H−H interaction parameter, and Γ0sat
and Γ*sat are, respectively, the saturation values of Γ0H and Γ*H.
The values of W, Γ0sat, and Γ*sat can be determined by ﬁtting the
measured values of Γ0H, ΓH
*, and ΔGm in the PMF calculations.
These ﬁtted results gives a comparable result of DVMH/DVM with
those from PMF, as shown in Figure 2(a,b). When μH ≫ μ0H
and μH ≫ μ*H, where μ0H and μ*H are, respectively, the standard
values of the chemical potential at the ground and the saddlepoint states, d(ΔGm)/dμH = −Γm
* − Γ0sat), which
H → −(Γsat
means that ΔGm decreases linearly with increasing μH. Thus,
ΔGm ≈ −(Γ*sat − Γ0sat)ΔμH and an activation excess, Γm
H = Γ*
sat
0
− Γsat
, can be deﬁned to characterize the “hydrogen
lubrication” eﬀect at high μH. The values of Γm
H are estimated
to be 1.2 and 1.1 for Cu and Pd, respectively, based on the
EAM potentials. Compared to the values of Γm
H at high Hconcentrations using the ab initio GCMC (Figure 3(d)), we
can approximately determine the Γm
H ≈ 1 H at high μH for Cu
and Pd.
We further demonstrated that the strong dragging eﬀect of
H on the vacancy diﬀusion given by the previous DFT
calculations17,18 can be avoided using the Cu−H system as an
example through introducing the chemical composition
variation of H along the diﬀusion pathway. At 0 K, the
vacancy adsorbs H atoms from the H-environments as much as
possible given that the Gibbs free-energy decreases (see Sec.
S8 in the Supporting Information). Figure 4 shows the Gibbs
free-energy along the diﬀusion pathway of a few H−vacancies
complex in Cu computed from DFT using the Gibbs freeenergy of a vacancy in pure Cu as a reference value. From
Figure 4, we can see that the energy barrier for a vacancy
without H (VH0) is about 0.72 eV. After minimization of the
Gibbs free-energy of the vacancy, six H atoms occupy all the
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kinetics of other defect motion under the H-environment, such
as dislocation sliding by kink migration, grain boundary
migration, and crack propagation, which also have higher
capacity for attracting H due to positive activation volume
(excess free volume) at the migration saddle-point. In addition
to the above-mentioned classical mechanics treatment of H
atoms, the quantum-dynamics eﬀect of H42 should be
considered to determine the distribution of H along the
vacancy diﬀusion pathway at an extremely low temperature,
which is beyond the scope of this paper.
In conclusion, the present work addresses the eﬀect of H on
the vacancy diﬀusivity in FCC metals. We ﬁnd that H atoms
can enhance the diﬀusivity of vacancy due to a chemical
composition variation along the vacancy diﬀusion pathway. An
additional activation parameter beyond the well-known
activation volume and activation entropy, the activation excess,
is derived and can be used to characterize the migration
frequency of lattice defects embedded in H-environments. If
the activation excess Γm
H = 1 H, for every 10× increase in
equivalent hydrogen gas partial pressure (fugacity) PH2, we
would predict a 3.162× increase in vacancy mobility, regardless
of temperature. We term such hydrogen-dependent defect
mobility the “hydrogen lubrication” eﬀect. The concept of a
hydrogen Gibbs excess on the saddle state can be applied to
other interstitial or substitutional solutes and to the other
thermally activated processes of materials in environments
containing O, He, N, C, and so on. This triplet of
thermodynamic quantities, the Gibbsian activation excess,
along with the more well-known activation volume and
activation entropy (Meyer−Neldel compensation rule) form
the complete characterization of mobile defects and shed light
on the fundamental kinetics of defects of materials in service in
complex chemical environments.
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S1. Supporting video caption
Video S1:“Vacancy_diffusion.mp4”. Vacancy diffusion in Cu with cH = 0.005 (Left) and cH =
0.1 (Right) at 870 K for 10 ns using MD simulations. The navy balls are the Cu atoms involved in
the Cu-vacancy exchanges with a displacement larger than 1.5 Å using the configuration at
timestep = 0 as a reference state. The orange arrows are the displacement vector of the Cu atoms.
Thus, trajectory of the vacancy can be indicated by the arrows. The other Cu atoms and H atoms
are not shown.

S2

Video S2: “VHn_diffusion_Cu.mp4”. The H–vacancy complex diffusion in Cu at 870 K and cH
= 0.1 from MD simulations. The big navy balls are Cu atoms; the big pink ball is the jumping Cu;
the small white balls are H atoms; the small green balls are the adsorbed H atoms at the initial
state; the small red balls are the additionally adsorbed H atoms at the saddle state.
S2. Relationship between the vacancy mobility and the hydrogen Gibbs excess
The chemical potential of H atoms ( H ) is defined as one-half of the chemical potential of H2
gas ( H2 ), and thus related to the fugacity ( f ) of H2 gas by 2H  H2  H0 2  kBT ln f , where

H0 is the standard value and is a function of temperature. At a fixed temperature and constant
2

hydrogen Gibbs excess (  mH ), the Gibbs free energy barrier decrease due to 10 times increase in
f2
f2
1
1

1
the fugacity is G m     mH d  H2      mH d  H0 2  kBT ln
f1
f
1
2
2

2


f   k BT  mH ln


f2
, where
f1

f2
 10 . When  mH  1 , the mobility increase by a ( exp(G m / kBT )  ( f 2 / f1 )1/2  ) 3.162-fold.
f1
We can see that the absolute value of G m itself decreases with decreasing temperature under the
expedient assumption of the constant hydrogen Gibbs excess (  mH =1), although the mobility
increase is temperature independent. However, practically  mH is temperature-dependent, and
should not be exactly one.
S3. Free-energy barrier calculations based on the potential-of-mean-force (PMF) method
The free-energy barrier of the vacancy diffusion along the prescribed reaction coordinate were
computed using the PMF method1 with a hybrid constrained-MD/GCMC simulation for the Cu–
H and Pd–H system at 870 K. The interatomic interaction of the Cu–H and Pd–H systems are
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suitable to be described by the EAM potentials.2–4 The EAM potential of Cu developed by Mishin
et al.5 was adopted for the Cu–Cu potential, and the H–H potential and the Cu–H cross-potential
were developed on the basis of the forms of the potentials reported by Du et al.6 (see Sce. S9 in
Supporting Information). The EAM potential of Pd–H developed by Zhou et al.7 was adopted for
the Pd–H system. The size of the simulation model was (10 × 10 × 10)a0, where a0 is the lattice
constant of Cu or Pd obtained by the EAM. The periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all
three directions and a single vacancy was created in the model by removing a metal atom. The Hatoms were inserted/deleted using the GCMC method with the fixed chemical potential of Hatoms. The reaction coordinate was chosen as the relative displacement vector between one of the
metals atoms surrounding the vacancy and the center of mass of the remanding metal atoms. A
small spherical repulsive wall was set at the center of the vacancy to rebound back only the metal
atoms that spontaneously jump into the vacancy so that we could successfully sample the
configuration of the H-vacancy complexes. The atomic structure with the prescribed value of
reaction coordinate was given by the metal–vacancy exchange in pure metals using the nudged
elastic band (NEB) method.8 Based on the constrained-MD method,9 the prescribed value of the
reaction coordinate, the model size and the temperature were fixed in the simulations. The H-atoms
were inserted/deleted using the GCMC method with the fixed chemical potential of H-atoms. The
average pressure in the metal–H systems is almost 0 Pa by adjusting the model size carefully. The
free-energy barrier can be given by the integral of the time-averaged force on the metal atom over
the reaction coordinates of the vacancy diffusion from the initial energy minimum to the saddle
state.
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S4. Absorbed H-atoms at initial and saddle states
The ability to adsorb H of these interstitial sites can be qualitatively characterized by the
segregation energy, which is the energy needed to move a single H-atom from the bulk metals to
these sites. According to the result of the segregation energy (see Figures S7 and S8), the H-atoms
within the 2NN interstitial sites are strongly bounded at the initial state of vacancy diffusion. At
the saddle state of the vacancy diffusion, not only the abovementioned sites near the vacancy center
at the initial state, but also the interstitial sites within the 2NN of the vacancy center at the final
state can also adsorb H-atoms. To eliminate the disturbance of thermal vibration, the energy of the
systems are minimized under the same constraints used in the constrained-MD simulations. The
H-atoms at those interstitial sites are then counted as being adsorbed. The average value of the
adsorbed H-atoms and the corresponding standard error are obtained using 2000 configurations
taken from the constrained-MD simulations.
S5. Ab initio grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations
We carried out the ab initio GCMC simulations using the LAMMPS10 code and the VASP
code.11–13 The LAMMPS as a “client” code performs the GCMC simulation and communicates
with the “server” code, VASP, when the energy of system based on DFT is required. The electron–
ion interaction in the DFT was described using the projector-augmented wave method.14 The
exchange correlation between electrons was treated with the generalized gradient approximation
in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof form15 and the energy cutoff was 360 eV for the plane-wave basis
set. The average bulk H-concentration and the adsorbed H in vacancy diffusion process were
determined using the ab initio GCMC simulations with a (1 × 1 × 1)a0 FCC lattice and a
(2 × 2 × 2)a0 FCC lattice with one vacancy, respectively, under a specific chemical potential of H-
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atoms and a constant temperature of 870 K, where a0 is the lattice constant of Cu or Pd obtained
by DFT. The NEB method8 was employed to give the saddle-state configuration of vacancy–metal
exchange based on DFT. In the NEB calculations, atomic positions were relaxed until the atomic
forces were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. All metal atoms were fixed in the ab initio GCMC
simulations, while the H-atoms were moved and inserted/deleted in the “internal surface” of the
initial- and the saddle-state of vacancy diffusion. The “internal surface” of vacancy is defined by
the spherical regions at vacancy centers with a radii of ( 2 / 2  1/ 2)a0 / 2 , which encompasses
the 1NN and the 2NN interstitial sites of the vacancy. The translation and the insertion operations
are skipped if any atom pairs are closer than 0.8 Å, because such close distances lead to a very
high energy and the operations are always rejected by GCMC.
We evaluated the effect of thermal expansion of lattice and the thermal movement of metals
atom in Pd–H system on the hydrogen Gibbs excess in the ab initio GCMC simulations to ensure
the two effects can be safely ignored in the simulations. To include thermal expansion of metal
lattice, the experimental thermal expansion coefficient of lattice16 at 870 K of pure metals Pd were
adopted in these calculations. Under the expanded lattice, the four metal atoms in the (1 × 1 × 1)a0
FCC lattice and the first-nearest-neighboring metal atoms of vacancy in the a (2 × 2 × 2)a0 FCC
lattice (12 metal atoms around the V0 in the initial state in Figure 1, and 18 metal atoms around
both the V0 and the V1 in the saddle-point state, but except for the metal atom located at the saddlepoint) were allowed to move using the MC method at 870 K. The results of adsorbed H are shown
in Figure S1. We can see that the number adsorbed H is almost consistent with the simulations
without considering thermal expansion and thermal movement of metal atoms. Thus, the
approximations do not change our conclusions that there is Gibbs excess of H on the saddle point
configuration of vacancy migration.
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Figure S1. The number of adsorbed H-atoms in the initial and the saddle states of the vacancy
diffusion in Pd–H systems by considering the thermal expansion of lattice and thermal movement
of metal atoms (Filled and open triangles symbols), in comparison with those ignoring the two
effects in the simulations (Filled and open square symbols).
The setting of the ab initio GCMC simulations are as follows. In each ab initio GCMC step,
every metal atoms was attempted to move once in average using the MC method if the metal atom
was allowed to move. For the H-atoms, four displacement operations and two insertion/deletion
operations were performed in the initial state, while eight displacement operations and four
insertion/deletion operations were performed in the saddle state in each ab initio GCMC step. We
firstly performed one ab initio GCMC simulations with 100 GCMC steps. Then, six configurations
with different numbers of H-atom appeared in the first GCMC simulations were randomly chosen
as the input configuration to perform six subsequent ab initio GCMC simulations with 70-100
GCMC steps. All the configurations (400-600 configurations) given by the subsequent ab-initio
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GCMC simulations were used to calculate the average value of adsorbed H-atoms and the
corresponding standard error.
S6. Molecular dynamics simulations
We carried out the MD simulation using the LAMMPS10 code with the EAM potentials used in
the PMF simulations (Sec. S3). The size of the MD model of vacancy diffusion was
(10 × 10 × 10)a0, where a0 is the lattice constant of Cu or Pd obtained by EAM. A single vacancy
was created in the model by removing a metal atom. The H-atoms were randomly distributed in
the system, and the periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all three directions. The
simulation was conducted under an isobaric–isothermal ensemble for 10 ns. The external pressure
(P) was 0 Pa at a temperature of 870 K, and the time step was set to 1 fs. The temperature of 870 K
was selected so that vacancy diffusion could be observed frequently (>10 jumps/ns) even at the
MD timescale. The mean squared displacement (MSD) of all metal-atoms  R 2 M in the MD
model with a single vacancy was estimated, which is related to the diffusion coefficient of metal
atoms, D M , through the Einstein–Smoluchowski relation17: DM  R2 M /(6t ) . The diffusion of
metal atoms is achieved via metal–vacancy exchange. The number of vacancies is almost fixed as
one in the MD timescale, and the diffusion of vacancies is uncorrelated; therefore, the MSD of Cuatoms can be related to the MSD of the vacancies,  R 2 V , by  R2 V  N  R2 M / f , where
N is the number of metal-atoms and f = 0.781 is the correlation factor.17 Thus, the vacancy diffusion
coefficient D V is given by DV  R2 V /(6t )  NDM / f . Forty samples of MD simulations for
the pure metals and fifteen samples for the metal–H systems with different initial H positions and
different atomic velocities were used to calculate the average diffusion coefficient.
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S7. Mean field approximation in lattice gas model
Based on a mean field approximation in lattice gas models,18 the chemical potential of H-atoms
in metals can be approximate by

H  H0  2W

0H
0H

k
T
ln
B
0
0
sat
sat
  0H

*H
*H
   2W *  k BT ln *
sat
sat  *H

,

(S1)

*
H

where H0 and  H* are, respectively, the standard values of the chemical potential at the ground
0
and the saddle-point states, W is an effective H-H interaction parameter, and sat
and *sat are,

respectively, the saturation value of  0H and *H . Using Eq. (S1), the vacancy diffusion coefficient
V
/ DMV , can be written as (M = Cu or Pd)
ratio with and without H in metals, DMH

V
 G m
DMH

exp

DMV
 kBT
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 exp 
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0
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0
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2
2
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0

 
*  H 
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 sat 
 sat   

0sat
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0
The values of  H0 ,  H* , sat
, *sat and W can be determined by fitting the Eqs. (S1) and (S2) using

V
/ DMV in the PMF calculations and the corresponding
the measured value of  0H , *H , and DMH

chemical potential of H-atoms. For Cu–H system, we get H0  0.80 eV, H*  0.81 eV,
0
sat
 6.07 , *sat  7.26 and W  0.07 eV. For Pb–H system, we get H0  2.42 eV, H*  2.46
0
 5.71 , *sat  6.81 and W  0.02 eV.
eV, sat
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S8. Gibbs free energy using DFT at 0 K for Cu–H
The NEB method8 was employed to calculate the energy barriers of vacancy–Cu exchange based
on DFT. Three images were linearly interpolated for each reaction pathway, resulting in a total of
five images for each migration path. In the NEB calculations, atomic positions were relaxed until
the atomic forces were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. We have also checked the phonon frequency of
saddle-point configuration to confirm that there is only one imaginary frequency which guarantees
it is a saddle-point. The relative Gibbs free-energy of the H-vacancy system at 0 K is computed as
G  E  Cu107 VHn   nH  E  Cu107 VH0  , where E  Cu107 VHn  is the energy of a (3 × 3 × 3)a0

FCC Cu lattice with one Cu vacancy adsorbing n H-atoms and at a specific reaction coordinate,
and a0 = 3.63 Å is the Cu lattice constant computed using the DFT. E  Cu107 VHn   nH is the
Gibbs free energy of the VHn complex, and E  Cu107 VH0  is the energy of the reference state that
is a (3 × 3 × 3)a0 FCC Cu lattice with one vacancy. H  E  Cu108H   E  Cu108  is the chemical
potential of H at 0 K, where E  Cu108  and E  Cu108H  are the energies of the (3 × 3 × 3)a0 FCC
Cu lattice and that with a H-atom at 2NN(O) site, respectively. This definition of Gibbs free energy
at 0K is consistent with the limit of Eq. (3) as the temperature approaches zero. We can derive the
relationship between these two equations as follows. Using the Eq.(S1), We can write,

H  H*  2W
kBT 

*
ln * H *
sat   H

*H
*sat

H  H0  2W


0
ln 0 H 0
sat   H

0H
0
sat

. Inserting kBT into Eq.(3), we get
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When the temperature approaches zero, the  0H and *H approach their saturation value, sat
and

*sat , respectively. Then, G m at 0K can be write as,
*

0

0
G m  *sat ( H   H  W )  sat
( H   H  W )
*

0

0
0
 [*sat (  H  W )  *sat H ]  [sat
(  H  W )  sat
H ]

.

0

*

0
(  H  W ) are the total energy changes of the saddle-point and
The terms of *sat (  H  W ) and sat

the initial states induced by the H segregation, respectively, which can be directly included in the
0
6 ;
DFT total energy calculations. Using VH6 at its initial state as an example, 0H  sat

 H  E  Cu107 VH1   E  Cu107 VH0  is standard value in DFT calculation and corresponds to the
0

total energy change by introducing one H atom in the vacancy; the total H-H interaction energy of
the VH6 complex is

 
W
0
H

0
sat

2
0
 sat
W  E  Cu107 VH6   5E  Cu107 VH0   6 E  Cu107 VH1  , which corresponds
0
0H sat

to the total energy change by transforming six VH1 complex to one VH6 complex and five empty
vacancies.

Then,

inserting

0

0
W
 H and sat

into

0

0
sat
( H  W ) ,

we

can

see

that
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0
sat
( H  W )  E  Cu107 VH6   E  Cu107 VH0  is the total energy change of a vacancy due to the
0

0
0
0
segregation of six Hs. While sat
(  H  W )  sat
H   E  Cu107 VH6   sat
H   E  Cu107 VH0  is
0

the Gibbs free energy change due to segregation of six Hs. Thus, the Gibbs free energy of VH 6 is
0
E  Cu107 VH6   sat
H . So, the definition of the Gibbs free energy of VHn as E  Cu107 VHn   nH

is consistent with Eq.(3). Similar to the temperature dependence of the G m in section S2, the

G m in Eq.(3) is also proportional to kBT . Thus, the relatively small G m in Figure 4 in the main
text is reasonable and the G m will become more significant at finite temperature than the DFT
results at 0K.
S9. Construction of the EAM potential for Cu–H
The EAM potential of Cu developed by Mishin et al.5 was adopted in the present simulations.
The EAM potential of H and the Cu–H cross-pair potential were fitted in the present study. The
EAM potentials of H and Cu–H cross-pair potential were parameterized as follows6.
The embedded energy function [ F (  ) ] of H is given as
n
n

     

F (  )   F0 1  ln       F1
,
e

 e    e 

(S3)

where F0 ,  e , n , and F1 are fitting parameters.
The atomic electron density [ f (r ) ] of H is given as

 r  rc 
f (r )  f e exp    r  re   

 h 

(S4)
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and

 x4
, x0

,
 ( x)  1  x 4
 0
x0


(S5)

where ( x) is a cutoff function; f e ,  , and h are fitting parameters; and re  1.8075 Å is the
distance between an O interstitial site and its nearest-neighboring Cu-atom in an FCC lattice.
The pair potentials [  (r ) ] of H–H and H–Cu are given as
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 r
r
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where  ,  , r0 ,  ,  , rc , and h are fitting parameters.
The pair potential of H-H (r ) can be set to 0 because the optimized value rc  1 for the H–H pair
potential, which is much less than the minimum distance between H-atoms in the simulations.
However, an equivalent two-body interaction between H and H exists in the linear term of the
embedding energy of H, F1 / e . The fitted potential parameters are listed in Table I, and the
profile of the fitted potential functions is shown in Figure S2.
We used the VASP code for the density functional theory (DFT) computation of the data that is
used in the fitting and the validation of the potentials. A (3 × 3 × 3)a0 supercell of face-centered
cubic (FCC) Cu was adopted, where a0 = 3.63 Å is the Cu lattice constant computed using the
DFT, and a Monkhorst–Pack mesh (4 × 4 × 4) was used for Brillouin-zone integration. The NEB
method was employed to calculate the energy barriers of vacancy–Cu exchange.
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Table I. Potential parameters of H potential and H–Cu cross-potential.

Embedded energy of H

Value

Pair potential of H–Cu

Value

F0

3.993680



9.090649 × 10−1

e

2.000000



1.655670 × 10−1

n

1.491109

r0

1.889998

F1

5.213756



-2.652138×10−1

Value



3.458068

𝑓𝑒

1.012533 × 10−1

rc

2.624089

𝜒

3.041823

h

1.000000

𝑟𝑐

4.947559

ℎ

2.075316 × 10−1

Atomic electron density of H
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Figure S2. EAM potential of Cu–H. (a) Embedding the energy function, (b) atomic electron
density, and (c) pair potential of H and the cross-potential of Cu–H.
The properties used to fit the potentials are outlined as follows.
(1) Site preference
Two types of interstitial sites exist in bulk Cu: O and T sites. For a single vacancy in Cu, there
are six O sites and eight T sites encompassing the vacancy. For H trapped in 2NN(O) and 1NN(T)
sites near a vacancy, the deviation distances from the central position of a vacancy (off-center
distance, see Figure S3), dO and dT, given by the DFT calculations, are also used in the fitting. The
site preference energy of H on the T and the O sites of bulk Cu is computed as EO  ET , where
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EO and ET are the total energies of the bulk Cu with one H occupying O and T sites, respectively.

Similarly, the site preference energy of H near a vacancy is computed as EV,O  EV,T , where EV,O
and EV,T are the total energies of the bulk Cu with one vacancy and one H occupying the 2NN(O)
and the 1NN(T) sites near the vacancy, respectively (see Figure S4). According to the DFT
calculations, the H-atoms prefer to occupy the O sites rather than the T sites either near the vacancy
or in the bulk Cu. The fitting results are listed in Table II. The results of site preference and the
off-center distances from the EAM are in good agreement with those from DFT.

Figure S3. Off-center distance of H. H-atoms occupy O (magenta sphere) and T (green sphere)
sites near a vacancy (white sphere) in Cu (blue spheres).
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(a)

(b)

6NN(O)

5NN(T)

O5
T3
O2

T4

T1 T2
O4

O3

3NN(T)

4NN(O)

O1

T7T8
T5 T6
O6
Trapped nearest neighbor sites
1NN(Ti): 1 ≤ i ≤ 8; 2NN(Oi): 1 ≤ i ≤ 6;

Non-trapped nearest neighbor sites
3NN(T): 4 green balls ; 5NN(T): 2 yellow balls
4NN(O): 2 pink balls; 6NN(O): 2 purple balls

Figure S4. Interstitial sites near a vacancy. (a) 1NN(tetrahedral) (T1–T8, green spheres) and
2NN(octahedral) (O1–O6, magenta spheres) sites near a vacancy (white sphere) in FCC Cu (blue
spheres). (b) 3NN–6NN interstitial sites of vacancies that affect the energy barrier of the diffusion
of a Cu-atom (the diffusion direction is indicated by an arrow).
Table II. Properties of H in Cu computed with both DFT and EAM; a0 is the lattice constant.

dO (a0)
dT (a0)
EO  ET (eV)

DFT
0.48
0.33
−0.16

EAM
0.49
0.32
−0.17

EOmT (eV)

0.34

0.37

0.20

0.20

m
T O

E

(eV)

(2) Segregation energy of H–vacancy complexes
From the DFT calculations, the segregation energy ( En ), which is the energy needed to form
the VH n, complex by migration of H-atoms from the O sites in bulk Cu to the sites belonging
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to the VH n, complex, is given by
En  E (Cu107 VHn, )  nE(Cu108 )  E(Cu107 VH0 )  nE(Cu108HOb ) , where E (Cu107 VHn, ) ,
E (Cu107 VH0 ) , E (Cu108 HOb ) , and E (Cu108 ) are the energies of a (3 × 3 × 3) FCC lattice with a

single VH n, complex, that with a single bare vacancy ( VH 0 ), that with a single H at an O site
in bulk Cu ( H Ob ), and that of bulk Cu, respectively. The  is used to distinguish the inequivalent

VH n complex. The segregation energies of VH1,1, VH1,2, VH2,6, VH2,7, VH2,3, VH2,4, VH2,5, and
VH6,1 in Table III are used in the fitting. The fitting results are also shown in Figure S5. The
results from EAM are in agreement with those from DFT.

Figure S5. Segregation energy of the VHn complex given by DFT and EAM potential. The solid
line denotes the positions where the values from EAM are equal to those from DFT. The orange
symbols denote the data used in fitting the EAM potential.
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The properties used to validate the potential are outlined as follows.
(1) Energy barrier for diffusion of H in Cu
The energy barrier for H diffusion in Cu was computed using the nudged elastic band (NEB)
method. The calculated barriers for the diffusion of a H-atom from an O site to a neighboring T
site ( EOmT ) and the reversion ( ETmO ) in the bulk Cu computed with the present EAM are in good
agreement with those obtained from DFT (see Table II).
(2) Segregation Energy of H–vacancy complex
The segregation energies of VHn,α complexes (configurations listed in Table III) computed with
the present EAM potential are shown in Figure S5, where they are compared with those obtained
from DFT. Figure S5 shows that the results of segregation energies of VHn complexes obtained
from the EAM are in good agreement with those obtained from DFT for n < 4. The segregation
energies of VH5 and VH6 complexes obtained from EAM are in reasonable agreement with those
from DFT.
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Table III. Inequivalent configurations of VHn, complexes and the corresponding segregation
energy En computed with both DFT and EAM. The specific interstitial sites occupied by H are
listed in the parentheses following VHn, , and the positions of the eight 1NN(Ti) (1 ≤ i ≤ 8) and
six 2NN(Oi) (1 ≤ i ≤ 6) sites are shown in Figure S3.
Configuration
VH1,1(O1)
VH1,2(T1)
VH2,1(O1O2)
VH2,2(O1O3)
VH2,3(T1T2)
VH2,4(T1T4)
VH2,5(T1T6)
VH2,6(O1T1)
VH2,7(O1T3)
VH3,1(O1O2O3)
VH3,2(O1O3O5)
VH3,3(O1O3T1)
VH3,4(O1O3T3)
VH3,5(O1O2T1)
VH4,1(O1O2O3O4)
VH4,2(O1O2O3O5)
VH4,3(O1O2O3T1)
VH4,4(O1O3O5T5)
VH4,5(O1O3O5T3)
VH5,1(O1O2O3O4O5)
VH6,1(O1O2O3O4O5O6)

n
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
6

α
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
1

DFT
-0.24
-0.17
-0.49
-0.48
-0.17
-0.31
-0.37
-0.19
-0.43
-0.71
-0.71
-0.44
-0.67
-0.43
-0.91
-0.94
-0.65
-0.90
-0.67
-1.15
-1.37

EAM
-0.22
-0.18
-0.45
-0.41
-0.07
-0.27
-0.34
-0.11
-0.39
-0.61
-0.58
-0.31
-0.58
-0.33
-0.78
-0.76
-0.50
-0.75
-0.48
-0.91
-1.04

(3) Energy barrier for the diffusion of H–vacancy complex
The barrier energies of the diffusion pathway of H–vacancy complexes (95 configurations listed
in Table IV) were computed with the present EAM potential in comparison with those obtained
from DFT. The configurations of the 95 H–vacancy complexes include two categories (see Table
IV). One category is that only 1NN(T) and 2NN(O) sites are occupied by the H-atoms. The other
category is created by adding one additional H on the 3NN~6NN sites, whose saddle configuration
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mimics the H–vacancy configurations at the saddle state considering the chemical composition
variation of H along the diffusion pathway. Figure S6 shows that the energy barrier obtained from
EAM is in good agreement with those obtained from DFT. The present potential can be used to
study the diffusivity of the H–vacancy complex in Cu.
Table IV. Inequivalent diffusion pathway for (a) VHn, +H1(O4NN / O6NN) and (b) VHn,
+H1(T3NN / T5NN) complexes computed with both DFT and EAM. The specific sites occupied by
H are listed in the parentheses following VHn, and H1. The positions of the eight 1NN(Ti) (1 ≤ i
≤ 8) and six 2NN(Oi) (1 ≤ i ≤ 6) sites are shown in Figure S4(a). O4NN, O6NN, T3NN, and T5NN in
the parentheses denote that only one H occupies the 3NN–6NN O/T interstitial site, as shown in
Figure S4(b).
(a)
Configuration
VHn,
VH0,1
VH1,1(O1)
VH1,2(O3)
VH1,3(O4)
VH2,1(O1O2)
VH2,2(O3O4)
VH2,3(O4O6)
VH2,4(O1O4)
VH2,5(O3O6)
VH2,6(O1O3)
VH2,7(O3O5)
VH3,1(O1O2O3)
VH3,2(O1O2O6)
VH3,3(O1O3O4)
VH3,4(O1O3O5)
VH3,5(O1O3O6)
VH3,6(O1O4O6)
VH3,7(O3O4O5)
VH3,8(O4O5O6)
VH4,1(O1O2O3O5)
VH4,2(O1O2O4O5)
VH4,3(O1O2O4O6)
VH4,4(O1O2O5O6)
VH4,5(O2O3O5O6)

VH n,

DFT
0.72
0.83
0.89
0.77
0.95
0.97
0.83
0.88
0.93
1.00
1.25
1.11
0.98
1.05
1.35
1.02
0.92
1.29
0.99
1.46
1.13
1.05
1.16
1.39

EAM
0.69
0.82
0.82
0.74
0.94
0.88
0.81
0.87
0.86
0.93
1.05
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.13
0.98
0.93
1.09
0.93
1.26
1.10
1.06
1.12
1.17

VH n, +H1(O4NN)

VH n, +H1(O6NN)

DFT
0.62
0.75
0.78
0.67
0.88
0.84
0.71
0.79
0.81
0.89
1.14
1.00
0.89
0.92
1.24
0.90
0.81
1.16
0.85
1.37
1.03
0.94
1.04
1.28

DFT
0.53
0.63
0.68
0.56
0.74
0.75
0.61
0.67
0.70
0.78
1.03
0.88
0.77
0.82
1.12
0.79
0.70
1.06
0.76
1.23
0.93
0.82
0.95
1.15

EAM
0.67
0.80
0.77
0.72
0.92
0.83
0.78
0.84
0.81
0.88
0.95
1.01
0.97
0.93
1.03
0.91
0.90
0.99
0.87
1.16
1.04
1.02
1.05
1.11

EAM
0.54
0.64
0.66
0.59
0.80
0.72
0.64
0.71
0.70
0.77
0.87
0.89
0.84
0.82
0.94
0.81
0.77
0.90
0.75
1.07
0.92
0.89
0.94
0.97
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VH4,6(O2O4O5O6)
VH4,7(O3O4O5O6)
VH5,1(O1O2O3O5O6)
VH5,2(O1O2O4O5O6)
VH5,3(O2O3O4O5O6)
VH6,1(O1O2O3O4O5O6)

1.08
1.32
1.50
1.20
1.42
1.54

1.04
1.14
1.29
1.16
1.21
1.33

0.96
1.18
1.37
1.08
1.31
1.42

0.98
1.02
1.19
1.09
1.14
1.23

0.86
1.07
1.25
0.98
1.18
1.30

0.86
0.94
1.10
0.98
1.01
1.13

(b)
Configuration
VHn,
VH0,1
VH1,1(T1)
VH1.2(T2)*
VH1,3(T5)

VH n,

DFT

EAM

0.78
Unstable
0.76

0.69
Unstable
0.78

VH n, +H1(O3NN)

VH n, +H1(O5NN)

DFT
0.43

DFT
0.42

EAM
0.43

EAM
0.47

*H at a T2 site is unstable during the vacancy–Cu exchange.

Figure S6. Energy barrier (eV) of H–vacancy complex diffusion given by DFT and EAM. The
solid line denotes the positions where the values from EAM are equal to those from DFT.
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(4) Segregation energy of one H on different interstitial sites in the initial and the saddle state of
the vacancy diffusion at 0 K
In an FCC Cu lattice with a single vacancy, eight 1NN(T) and six 2NN(O) interstitial sites are
located near the vacancy (see Figure S4(A)); one interstitial H can occupy each site. We carried
out vacancy segregation energy calculations using both the DFT and the EAM to confirm that the
H-atoms in 1NN(T) and 2NN(O) sites of the initial state of vacancy diffusion are strongly bound
(see Figure S7). However, for the H-atoms located beyond 2NN from the vacancy, the H–vacancy
interaction becomes weak and can be ignored. For the saddle state of vacancy diffusion, the
segregation energy of H-atoms was calculated using the saddle configuration of vacancy–Cu
exchange under the constraint that the relative displace vector between the exchanged Cu atom
and the center of mass of the reminding Cu atoms is fixed. Meanwhile, the equivalent interstitial
sites for H occupying, such as the eight 2NN(O) sites, becomes inequivalent. Figure S8 shows the
segregation energy of the 2NN(O), the 4NN(O) and the 6NN(O) sites at the saddle state using both
the DFT and the EAM. We can see from Figure S8 that the ability of adsorbing H of the 2NN(O)
sites decreases comparing with those at the initial state. The closer to the jumping Cu, the weaker
the ability attracting H, that is O4=O6>O1=O2>O3=O5. While the ability adsorbing H of the 4NN(O)
and the 6NN(O) sites are enhanced at the saddle state comparing to those at the initial state.
Specially, the two 4NN(O) and the two 6NN(O) sites are, respectively, equivalent to the O1/O2
and the O4/O6 sites at the saddle state. Furthermore, the 4NN(O) and the 6NN(O) sites will be
translated to 2NN(O) sites at the final state of the vacancy diffusion. Similarly, the four 3NN(T)
and the two 5NN(T) sites in the initial state can also adsorb H atoms at the saddle state, and these
interstitial sites will be translated to 1NN(T) sites at the final state of vacancy diffusion. Thus, the
H atoms on the 1NN(T) and 2NN(O) sites with respect to the vacancy center in the initial state can
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be viewed as the adsorbed H atoms, while the H atoms on the 1NN(T) and 2NN(O) sites with
respect to the vacancy centers of either the initial or the final state can be viewed as the adsorbed
H atoms at the saddle state.

Figure S7. Segregation energy of one H on different interstitial sites near a vacancy. The
segreagtion energies are calculated using H on an O site of FCC Cu as a reference state, as
computed with DFT and EAM. The dashed lines denote the ideal segregation energy of H on O or
T sites in bulk FCC Cu.
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Figure S8. Segregation energy of one H on the different interstitial sites at the saddle state of the
vacancy diffusion, as computed with DFT and EAM. The specific symbols of the interstitial sites
is referred in Figure S4. For comparison, the segregation energies at the initial state are shown by
the dash and dot lines for the DFT and EAM, respectively.
(5) Energy of the configurations in the initial and the saddle states at finite temperature
To validate the accuracy of the EAM potential in the MD simulation, we compare the energies
of the atomic configurations created from a constrained-MD simulation computed using the EAM
to those using the DFT. The model size used in the constrained-MD simulation is (3 × 3 × 3) FCC
lattice Cu with a vacancy and 20 H-atoms. The constrained-MD simulations using the EAM were
performed for 200 ps at 870 K, respectively, for the initial and the saddle states of the vacancy
diffusion. The atomic configurations are sampled every 2 ps, so that 100 atomic configurations are
given for the initial and the final states, respectively. Using the first configuration at the initial state
as a reference, the relative energy variance of the configurations are show in Figure S9 for both
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the EAM and the DFT. From Figure S9, the relative energies computed from EAM is in good
agreement with those from DFT at 870 K.

Figure S9. Energy of the model, Cu107VH20, in the initial and the saddle state at 870 K. The
energies are calculated using the first configuration as a reference state, as computed by DFT and
EAM.
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